Welcome to Another eArticle from V S N’s eArticle Library!I hope VSN readers who are missing the print
magazine, and new readers alike, will enjoy this new way of reading and learning about stamping. Before we dive into
the techniques that you came for, let me briefly share how this eArticle’s works:
Interactive Table of Contents: Click on the Table of Contents links on the next page to jump to eArticle how-to
sections, art pages, sponsor pages or resource pages. Links within the eArticle are colored blue (depending on how
your reader shows links.) There is also a “Go to Contents” button at the bottom of how-to and art pages.
Sections: Next comes the first topic section, followed by reader artwork using section techniques and sometimes a

sponsor page. Sponsor pages are what makes eArticles free to readers, so please be sure to thank sponsors by checking out what they offer! (Click on links on their pages to visit their websites.)

Resources: This pattern repeats until the end, where you will find info on learning more inside VSN’s 226 issues and/

or on the internet. Most VSN issues are still available in print or pdf. Note: Internet links found throughout this eArticle
were good as of publication, but links change and disappear on the internet over time.

If Returning to the eArticle is Slow: Sometimes if you read a picture-heavy pdf in your browser window, clicking
on a link and then returning to the article may be slow. If this happens, save the article to your computer and read it
directly in Acrobat Reader instead of in your browser window and it should move more quickly.

Printing this eArticle: For those who don’t like reading about stamping online, you can print the pdf version of this
eArticle on your home computer to read it as you like. When printing, be sure to choose the landscape print option so
that the eArticle prints at its full 8 1/2” wide by 5 1/2” high size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it even larger.

If You Enjoy itand would like to see more eArticles made available or have a suggestion for a future eArticle, please let me know! (vampstamp@prodigy.net) Please
do not email this article to friends. Instead point them to VSN’s eArticle page where
they can download their own copy of this eArticle. Happy Stamping!
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Barb Benson’s Art

http://stampartetc.blogspot.com/
Supplies: Stamps (Stamp A Mania), Cardstock (Kraft
paper, dark green), Inks (watermark, black, red,
green), Watercolor markers, Embossing powder
(metallic bronze), Jute twine, Pop dots.
“Stamp container and label in black on 5 3/8” x 3 5/8”
piece of kraft paper. Heat emboss straw bow using
watermark ink and bronze embossing powder. Stamp
sentiment along side in green ink.”
“Color green and red directly on small pepper stamp
with markers and stamp inside jar. Repeat with two
larger peppers on scrap kraft paper; cut out.”
“Wind twine around bottom of stamped panel. Attach
cut-out peppers with pop dots. Mount to dark green
cardstock and then to card cut from kraft paper.”

Finished Size: 6” x 4 1/8”

Go to Contents

Stamp Interiors
Container Stamps, Masking, Shaker Cards, Cuts & Tucks
Do you have any “container” images
in your stamp collection? I’m talking
about stamps that just beg you to
put something inside the image. It
might include more obvious open
images including:
Empty Clear Containers
ǷǷFish Bowl / Aquarium
ǷǷSnow Globe
ǷǷHour Glass
ǷǷDrinking Glass
ǷǷBottle / Jar
ǷǷGlass Vase

Containers For Tucking Into
ǷǷPot / Bowl / Vase
ǷǷMug / Coffee cup /Tea cup
ǷǷPresent / Box / Basket
ǷǷMailbox
ǷǷPurse
ǷǷEnvelope
ǷǷRowboat
ǷǷJeans Pocket
Frames
ǷǷFrame / Border
ǷǷPostage Frame
ǷǷWindow
ǷǷDoor or Arch

Bubble: Mail Expressions, Vase: Posh Impressions,
Pot: Acme Rubber Stamps, Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions.
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But it might also include less obvious
images that might be filled like:
Outline Shapes
ǷǷSunglasses
ǷǷOutline Letters or Shape
ǷǷOpen book / Paper / Stationery
ǷǷBall / Balloon
ǷǷOrnament
What do you do with your container
images? What do you fill them with?
What techniques do you use to get
one thing “inside” of another? Let’s
explore! We’ll look at layering, slots,
masking and shaker cards.

Next: Container art and a page from
one of our Sponsors.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Barb Benson’s Art

http://stampartetc.blogspot.com/
Supplies: Stamps (Stamp A Mania). Cardstock
(white, textured brown), Acetate, Inks (black
StazOn, black, watermark), Embossing powder
(gold), Chalks, Feathers, Paper adhesive.

“Stamp globe on acetate in black StazOn ink;
let dry. Heat emboss image on white cardstock
using watermark ink and gold embossing powder. Color in with chalks.”
“Trim cardstock image to fit behind acetate
globe, and attach the two pieces together along
bottom and center top. Attach two feathers at
top. Stamp small image in black on white cardstock, trim, and attach over feather ends.”
“Stamp background image at top of 6” square
of white cardstock in black. Stamp sentiment
along bottom in black. Layer globe onto this
panel and then mount to 6 1/4” square card cut
from textured cardstock.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4” x 6 1/4”

Go to Contents

Layering, Cuts & Tucks

With some container images what you really want is to
tuck one image partly inside another. Maybe you want
to put a stamped image into a stamped basket, tuck
a stamped flower into a vase or place a stamped cow
into a row boat. (Don’t ask me why. It’s your card!)
Simple Layering
With some images, you might be able to layer the
images to make one seem to be inside another. For
example, you might stamp a flower on the card itself
and then stamp a larger pot on another piece of cardstock. Cut out the pot and layer it over the flower to
make it appear that the flower is inside the pot. You
might curve the pot layer just a little and attach it with
a foam tape at the center and flat tape at the edges.

Flower: Alias Smith & Rowe, Pot: Acme Rubber Stamps.

For images that seem to be clear glass, like a jar, vase
or glasses, you might instead stamp all or part of the
image on clear acetate in an ink designed for nonporous surfaces like StazOn. Cut out and layer the clear
stamped image over another stamped image that you
want to go “inside” of it (or in this case, see through it.)

Next: Layered Container art.
Page 8
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Watercolor
paper, Brush On Watercolor Crayon (Sparkle N Sprinkle:
blue, green), Waterbrush, Embossing machine & Cloud
Embossing folder (Darice), Sanding paper, Ink (black,
Versamark, StazOn black), Embossable aAcetate, Tearific Tape, Flocking (Elephant Grey, Buff ) & Sparkle
embossing powder (all Sparkle N Sprinkle), Dimensional adhesive, Paw ribbon, Cardstock (white, green).

“Use a waterbrush to make blue and green background on watercolor paper with Brush On watercolor
crayon. Run top area through cloud embossing folder.
Sand color off the raised clouds. Stamp jar and bones
on card. Color with crayons. Stamp jar on Embossable Acetate; cut out. Turn over. Apply VersaMark ink
and heat emboss with Sparkle embossing powder.
Layer over jar. Stamp, color and place lid over jar with
dimensional adhesive.”
“Wrap paw ribbon around top of panel. Layer on
green cardstock and then white card. Apply 2½” Tearific Tape to white cardstock. Remove backing and
apply Elephant Grey and Buff flocking to exposed
tape. Stamp dog in StazOn directly over flocking; cut
out. Attach dogs with dimensionals. Stamp saying in
StazOn on white cardstock and cut out. Distress edges
with green and attach with dimensional.”
Finished Size: 6 1/4” x 6 1/4”
Go to Contents

Cuts & Tucks
Some images might need an opening to insert the
inside image. For example, you might stamp a mailbox
and cut a slit into it for a separate stamped “letter” to be
inserted into. (Note: Sponsor Rubber Hedgehog has a
mail box image that could work this way.)
Some baskets or pots may need a slot cut so that the
image can be placed between the front edges of the
container and its back edges, as I did in this case.
Another approach might be to stamp the image twice
Basket: Milltown Obsessions, Eggs: Serendipity Stamps. and cut out just part of the second stamping and layer it
over the first with the inside image layered in between.
Or, as in this case, I was able to simply cut the top off the
present to put something in the box. (Sponsor Repeat
Impressions instead has a box and a separate matching
lid image.)

Tip: Use a sharp craft knife to cut slots. It is easy to
neglect craft knifes and let them go dull, resulting in
shaggy uneven cuts. Purchase extra blades for your
favorite craft knife or better yet, get a small sharpening
stone to hone the blade so that it stays sharp!
Next: Cut and tuck container art and a Sponsor Page.
Present: Mostly Animals, Butterflies: Quarter Moon.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Basket: Milltown Obsessions, Grass
(Unknown), All other: Serendipity Stamps), Watercolor
paper (Canson 140 lb cold press), Cardstock (off white,
purple, green), Regular colored pencils (Berol Prismacolor,
Crayola), Chalks (Craf-T: green, blue), Archival ink (Ranger:
Jet Black, Coffee, Emerald Green), Sharp craft knife, Foam
tape, Paper adhesive (Xryon, Double-sided tape.)

“Stamp basket on off white cardstock in brown. Cut a slit
along the front inner edge of basket with a sharp craft
knife. Cut out basket. Stamp eggs on watercolor paper
scrap in black; cut out. Color basket and eggs with colored pencils. Stamp chick/egg and text at upper left of
watercolor paper in black. Color with colored pencils.”
“Color grass with green colored pencil a light side to
side motion to lay down base color. Draw light blades of
grass in darker green with a flicking motion. Rub green
chalk over grass with a paper towel. Stamp grass image
several times randomly, and not re-inking every time,
over grass area. Stamp ‘Happy Spring’ in black on the
grass. Rub blue chalk over the sky with a paper towel.”
“Use foam tape and double-sided tape to layer basket
at lower right. Bend eggs so they are more dimensional;
slide into basket slot and affix with foam tape. Layer all
onto purple cardstock and green card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”.
Go to Contents

Marilyn Sweeney’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Cat in hat: Graphic Rubber
Stamps, Black Cat: JudiKins, Teacup & Floral Background: unknown), Inks (Memento Tuxedo Black),
Markers (Tombow 476 blue, 725), Cardstock (glossy
white), Foam dots.

“Stamp teacup on glossy cardstock in black. Color
in with blue watercolor marker. Cut a mortise mask
of the teacup image and place it over the outside
of the teacup and stamp the floral background on
the middle of the image. Remove the mask.”
“Stamp both cats in black on glossy scraps and
color in as shown. Cut them out. Cut a slit in the
teacup and insert the cats part of the way. Use a bit
of a foam dot to elevate the cats.”
“Cut a slightly larger frame from white cardstock
and color the edges with the blue marker. Affix the
main image to the frame.”
Finished Size: 6 1/8” x 6”

Go to Contents

Masking

Regular Mask

Layering can be the answer in some cases, but if
you instead mask and stamp, you can often get
a more realistic seamless look. Masking creates
the look of depth on a 2D surface; it makes it
seem as though the two (or more) images were
drawn together rather than created separately
and put together. It’s an easy basic technique
that every stamper should have in their skill set.

Stamp Image

Two Types of Masks
Basic Masks: If you want to combine images
(put wings on a woman), make one thing seem
to be in the distance behind another (scene
building) or make one image seem to be coming out of another (put a sprig of flowers in a
vase), basic masking will do the trick.

Mortise
Mask

Mortise Masks: If you instead want one image
to seem to be completely inside another
(marbles inside a jar), then you’ll want to use a
mortise mask.
Lets review basic masking first.
Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions.
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Basic Masks
First decide which image you want to appear
to be in front of the other. When you want
to make one stamped image appear to be
inserted into another, the container is usually
the front image unless you are trying to stamp
something into a space in front of a back line.
So if you were putting a sprig of flowers into a
vase, the vase will be the image in front.
Stamp the front image (the container) on your
project. Set it aside while you create the mask.
Stamp the same image again onto a Post-It
note, thin piece of paper or Eclipse Tape. (I’m
using Eclipse Tape here.) Carefully cut out this
image, cutting just inside the stamped lines.

Vase: Posh Impressions.

Tip: Post-It notes are popular mask materials among stampers because they are readily available, fairly thin and have
a handy bit of removable adhesive along one edge. If you are using Post-It notes, try to stamp your image so that you
include as much of the adhesive area of it as possible. You could also use thin paper and apply low-tack removable
adhesive like a removable glue stick. Be sure that whatever adhesive you use isn’t permanent or strong enough to tear
the paper when you remove the mask after stamping.
Tip: JudiKins sells their own very wide Eclipse Tape designed for masking. It is a great choice, especially if you do a lot
of masking and reuse your masks. It also has the advantage of having adhesive behind the entire mask — handy when
you are working aggressively to color over a masked image and don’t want to chance the mask lifting up. The tape is
sized big so you could use it to cover a whole card or cut or tear off a smaller piece as needed.
Page 15
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When cutting your mask, don’t forget to cut away any interior openings where your want the background to show
through. For example, when cutting a mask for this genie
lamp, you might cut out the area inside the handle.
But you don’t necessarily have to cut out every detail; not
every part of an image may need to be masked. For example, if the image has fine lines that stick out from the main
image (very thin whiskers, antenna, wires or thin steam
lines as in the second lamp), it is often better to just cut
them off the mask. It is usually difficult to mask very thin
lines without creating halos and stamping over such thin
lines is usually fine. Do a test stamping if you are unsure.

Cut away
tiny lines.
Don’t forget the interior pieces!
Lamp: Rubber Baby Buggy Bumpers

Lamp: Moe Wubba

Before using the mask
on your project, test it:
Stamp the image on
scrap paper.
Cover the stamped
image with the mask
and stamp the second
image over the first.
Remove the mask.
Vase, Sprig of Flowers: Posh Impressions.
Page 16
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Check the edges on your test stamping to make sure there are no halos
of white space between the masked image and the image you stamped
over it. If there are, trim the mask a little bit in those areas and test again.
If you alternatively have places where the stamped images combine, then
you have trimmed it too much and need to re-do your mask.
This is also a good time to test placement of the second image so that
you get it right on your final project. Do you want the second image centered on the first? Do you want it a little up or down, a little to the right or
left? Test it!
When you are happy with your mask and know how you want to do your
final stamping, put it over the image on your project and then stamp the
second image over it. Remove the mask.
(Note: Sponsor About Art Accents has a number of oriental vase images
that could be used in this way very nicely.)

Tip: Be sure that your first stamping’s ink is dry before applying the mask
over it to avoid ink smearing.
Tip: If you are using the same image several times on your project, you
may want to create several masks so that you can mask all of the images
at once. Stamp the image on the top layer of several stacked Post-It
Notes or Eclipse tape so you can cut them all out at once.
Next: Masked container art.
Vase, Sprig of Flowers: Posh Impressions.
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Barb Benson’s Art

http://stampartetc.blogspot.com/
Supplies: Stamps (Posh Impressions), Cardstock
(white glossy, white matte, corrugated green),
Cork board paper, Watercolor markers, Butterfly
punch, Eclipse Tape.

“Cut 5 7/8” x 3 3/8” piece of glossy white cardstock.
All stamping is done by coloring markers directly
on stamp. Stamp vase on the cardstock.”
“Stamp vase on Eclipse Tape and cut out just the
top rim of the vase to make a mask. Place mask
over top of vase on card and stamp large flower.
Remove the mask.”
“Stamp sentiment and small butterflies. Color
lightly at base of vase to mimic water. Color pink
on scrap piece of glossy paper, punch out butterfly, and attach at bottom of vase. Mount to cork
board paper, then to corrugated green paper,
and then card cut from matte white cardstock.”
Finished Size: 6 7/8” x 4 3/8”.

Go to Contents

Tip: Save your masks to reuse another time. Some stamp-

ers store their masks with their stamps. Others store their
masks separately, maybe in a separate indexed notebook
or envelopes or maybe as part of a stamped index of all the
stamps they own
Another version of basic masking uses simple shapes, cut
or torn from paper or masking film instead of detailed cut
outs of stamped images. This type of masking is handy
for when you need to quickly block out an area to create
a faux layer or border or to create an inked shape. Scene
stampers often use this technique with softly torn masks to
create rolling “hills” or “clouds.” Mortise mask shapes can be
used to create a “sun” or “moon” in a stamped sky.

ǷǷLay a Post-it Note, piece of thin paper or masking film over
the center of your card. Then use ink or paint to color the area
left exposed. Then remove the mask to create an open area
that you can fill with something else.
ǷǷOr lay a torn piece of paper across your card. Sponge or
stipple beneath it to create “hills”.
ǷǷOr stipple through a round hole to create a “sun” or “moon”.
Learn More: See the May ‘09 “Masking Tricks” VSN. JudiKins
has a helpful “Masking Fun” pdf as well as a YouTube video.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Mortise Masks
But what do you do when you want one image to be stamped inside
another? If the inside image is smaller than the outside container image,
you may be able to stamp it right on top. But sometimes the inside image
is larger and you don’t want it to extend beyond the container’s edges. In
this case, you need to use a mortise mask instead of a regular mask.
While a regular mask is meant to cover up the image so it won’t be
stamped over, a mortise mask is just the opposite. It exposes the stamped
image (or part of a stamped image) and masks whatever surrounds it.
(Note: Mortise masks are also called “negative masks” or “reverse masks”.)

As before, when putting one image inside another, the container will be
the front image that needs to be masked. Stamp the container image on
your project. Set it aside while you make the mortise mask.
Stamp the same image again on a Post-It Note, thin paper or Eclipse Tape.
When choosing the size of masking paper or tape, think about how much
of your project you want to protect. Some mortise masks will be as large
as the finished card. Others only need to be a little larger than the image
you plan to stamp over it. Remember, the purpose of the mask is to protect areas while you work.
Page 21
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Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions

Tip: Often, you can create a regular mask and a mortise mask of an image
at the same time. When you cut out the regular mask, the paper you’ve
cut away is a mortise mask!

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Cut away the interior of the image stamped on the masking
material to create a mask with a shaped hole in the middle. To
avoid cutting through the mask, you might find it easier to use
a sharp craft knife on a cutting mat to cut out the interior of the
image instead of scissors.

Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions

If you cut just inside the image lines, the interior area you cut
away can be used another time as a regular mask. This leaves the
image outer lines on the finished mortise mask. When you test,
you may find you need to cut a little away, but start this way.
With round jars, it can sometimes look better if there is a little
inner halo between the contents and the jar edges. But if you
know you don’t want any halo, trim away just a little more.

Page 22
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Tip: You don’t always have to cut out the entire image. Before you
cut, think about what areas you want to be exposed to stamping
and what areas you want to protect. Cut away areas you want
exposed and keep any areas that you want protected.
For example, for this glass jar with a metal lid, I cut away the glass
parts of the jar but not the lid areas so that what I stamp inside
the jar doesn’t also stamp on the lid.
As with regular masks, mortise masks should be tested before
using them on your finished project. Stamp the image on scrap
paper, mask it with the mortise mask and then stamp the second
image over the first.
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Remove the mask. Check for halos or overlapped stamping, trim as
needed and retest the mask. When you are happy with your mask, use it
to mask the image on your project. Stamp the second image on top. Here,
I stamped flowers over the jar.
You can also use a mortise mask when coloring the interior.
Here, I used it while stippling the bottle glass blue. The mask
protects the background even when a brush or sponge goes
beyond the edges of the image, making coloring easier.
Remove the mask and the second image appears to be neatly
inside the first image. (Note: Sponsor Repeat Impressions has
a smaller mason jar image.)

Learn More: You can use punches or die-cut remainders as

mortise masks. Or use a mortise mask to turn a detailed stamp
image into a simple outline that you can then fill with something else. To do this, create a mortise mask shaped like the
outline of the stamp image as just described, but this time,
don’t stamp the image on the project. Instead, place the mask
over an empty project area and stamp another image and/or
ink the open area. Remove the mask. You’ll find an example of
this approach on Dina Kowal’s website. Another example, this
time using a leaf and autumn colors, can be found on the In
Mason Jar: Kristal Clear
the Works at smARTworks blog.

Next: Mortise mask container art and a Sponsor Page.
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Impressions, Flowers:
Anne Made Designs
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions, Flowers: Anne Made Designs, Happy Spring - Repeat
Impressions), Archival ink (Ranger: Jet Black, Coffee,
Aquamarine), Watercolor paper (Canson 140 lb cold
press), Eclipse Tape, Regular colored pencils (Berol Prismacolor: 916 Yellow, 917 Yellow Orange, 922 Scarlet Red,
905 Aquamarine, 912 Apple Green), Fabric (Jo-Ann Quarter Flat yellow check), Cardstock (black), Xyron adhesive.

“Stamp jar on watercolor paper in black ink on watercolor paper. Stamp image again on Eclipse Tape and
create a mortise mask as described in the article. Layer
the mask over the jar and stamp the flowers in the jar
area in brown ink. (I used brown because when I did a
test stamping on scrap paper, I found that if I did both
the jar and the flowers in black, the two images did not
remain distinct.) Use a stipple brush to stipple on Aquamarine ink inside the jar glass area. Remove mask.”
“Color flowers and jar lid with colored pencils. Use an
Aquamarine colored pencil to add shadow areas to the
stippled glass. Stamp ‘Happy Spring’ in black ink around
jar. Layer yellow check fabric onto black card using Xyron
adhesive. Layer stamped panel onto card.”
Finished Size: 8 1/2” x 5 1/2”
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Jar: unknown, Roses: Annette
Allen Watkins), Inks (Ranger Distress: Broken
China, Mowed Lawn; Brilliance: Pearlescent Ivy;
Memento: Tuxedo Black), Die-cut machine and
Cuttlebug embossing folder, Cardstock (white),
Colored pencils, Inkssentials blending tool,
Eclipse Tape.

“Stamp jar image in black on a scrap of white
cardstock that has been sponged with blue and
green Distress inks with a blending tool.”
“Make a mortise mask of the jar image and
keep the regular mask as well. Using the mortise
mask, color in with a blue pencil to make it look
like water inside the jar. Use the blue pencil to
add shadows under the images. Using the regular mask, stamp the flowers with pearlescent ivy
ink and color them in.”
“Place this stamped layer on a white embossed
piece of cardstock and place these on a card that
has been sponged with blue ink.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”
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Cynthia Forget’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Mason Jar: Under Construction,
M & M’s: Good Good the Elephant), Paper (Bo
Bunny), Cardstock (white, blue), Permanent ink
(India ink: black), Watercolor markers (Tombow),
Paper adhesive, 3D adhesive squares.

“Adhere decorative background paper to cardstock. Stamp mason jar image in black on white
cardstock. Create a mortise mask of the jar and
use it to mask around the jar. Use a regular mask
for the M & M’s and stamp the M & M’s inside the
jar. Remove masks.”
“Cut out mason jar and adhere to decorative
paper/card with 3D adhesive squares.”
Finished Size: 5 3/4” x 4 1/8”
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Shaker Cards

Sometimes you may want to fill a see-through image with more than just a stamp image. It might be a stamped snow
globe or ornament filled with snowy glitter, an hour glass with real sand or a fish bowl with stamped fish and real tiny
bead “bubbles”. (Note: Sponsor Repeat Impressions has an empty snow globe and an empty ornament image.) Often
handmade shaker cards are simple shapes like rectangles or circles, but you can create all kinds of shapes, either by
using die-cuts or by stamping an image and carefully cutting out the interior with a sharp craft knife.
Shaker Card Techniques
There are several ways to build a homemade shaker for
stamped cards. One method is to cut a hole in foam core or Fun
Foam and layer the foam onto a stamped piece of cardstock.
The hole could then be filled with the shaker material and covered with clear acetate. Then the whole thing could be covered
with another piece of stamped cardstock with a hole cut to be
just a little smaller than the hole. This last piece of cardstock
could be a simple frame or might be stamped with an image
whose interior matches the hole.

Learn More: See the Oct ‘94 VSN for directions for creating a “3D
Window Card” using foam core. See the Feb/Mar ‘94 VSN for
directions to create Sands of Time (Hour glass) & Guzzle Cards
(bottle that appears to “empty”.)

Clear Acetate + Foam Core with Cut Out + Cardstock Backing
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Another method is to use foam tape to create the sides
of the shaker area instead of foam core. You still need
a piece of stamped cardstock for the back, acetate to
cover the hole and another piece of cardstock to frame
it on top. But because this method doesn’t use foam
core, the resulting card is lighter and often less bulky.
Yet another way to create a shaker card is to use a plastic
bubble to create the shaker instead of building an acetate-covered recess into the card. Some stampers save
interestingly shaped plastic bubbles from product packing and use those for custom one of a kind shakers.
Impression Obsession sells “Shake It Pouches” in a
variety of shapes and sizes that can be layered over a
stamped image. To use, stamp an image on the card
and place confetti, beads or other filler on top of the
stamped image. Then peel the backing off the edges
of the clear plastic pouch and stick it down over the
stamped image. Impression Obsession also sells over- Cardstock Frame w/Cut Out + Clear Acetate + Cardstock Backing w/Foam Tape
lays if you want to cover the edges. Some stampers use
Nestibilities dies to create frames for these.

Next: A foam tape shaker card and a page from one of
our Sponsors.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Ink (Tsukineko StazOn: brown,
Tumbled Glass), Cardstock (watercolor, white glossy, beige), Watercolor crayons, Waterbrush, Dimensional Glue, Sun Dazzle Sparkle N
Soft & Sparkling Snow Glitter, Swan Wing Glitter Tinsel (all Sparkle N
Sprinkle), Die-Cut machine and die (Spellbinders: Standard Circles,
Mega Ovals, Ribbon Tag Trio Two) & Embossing Folder (Cuttlebug
Snowflakes), Sandpaper, White tinsel edged ribbon, Mounting tape,
Embossable Acetate (Sparkle N Sprinkle.)

“Stamp dog scene in brown StazOn ink on Watercolor cardstock.
Color in with watercolor crayons and a waterbrush. Use Dimensional
Glue to apply Sun Dazzle Sparkle N Soft and Sparkling Snow Glitter
as shown.”
“Die-cut circle on white glossy card. Distress with Tumbled Glass ink
and then run through snowflakes embossing folder. Sand raised pattern off to reveal white snowflakes. Use Spellbinders Mega Ovals to
make base of snow globe from a distressed piece of beige cardstock.”
“Stamp saying on white glossy cardstock in brown ink; die-cut and
emboss with ribbon tag die/foler. Attach to base of card with white
tinsel edged ribbon and mounting tape. Attach a piece of Embossable Acetate to back of snow globe. Make frame from mounting
tape on dog scene and add some Swan Wing Glitter Tinsel inside
frame before layering globe to frame. Layer to white glossy, with
Tumbled Glass distressed edges to finish card.”
Finished Size: 5 ½” x 4 ¼”
Go to Contents

Foam Tape Shaker Card
In this eArticle, our focus is looking at filling stamped container images, so let’s look at the foam tape
method to create a custom shaker card shaped to match a stamped image. Keep in mind that you could
also use this approach using simple shapes (rectangles, circles, etc.) It works the same way.

Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions

Stamp the container image on a piece of cardstock. The cardstock can be the full size of the
finished card or it can be smaller if you want the
shaker to be a layered panel on the card.
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Working on a cutting mat, use a sharp craft knife
to cut out the interior of the image. If you have
an appropriately sized/shaped die-cut you might
alternately be able to die-cut it. Here I am cutting
out the glass area, leaving the outer lines and lid.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Optional Step: Often with shaker cards, you simply want to fill the open area with confetti, sand,
etc. But sometimes you want stamped images
behind the filler. A snow globe with a little scene
is a classic example of this approach. If you want
to stamp inside the shaker, lay the front frame
panel you just cut over the front panel of the card
base. Use a pencil to very lightly mark the main
contours of the image on the cardstock below.
Remove the frame. Stamp and/or color the cardstock, using the pencil marks for placement. Erase
the pencil marks as needed. Set aside.
Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions, Dot Background: Alias Smith & Rowe

Turn the front frame panel layer face down on your work
surface. Use strong double-sided tape or another adhesive
designed to attach plastic to paper to attach a clear acetate
sheet over the back side of the cardstock. The mason jar image
I’m using here includes details on the “glass” so I stamped it
again on the acetate first in black StazOn ink before attaching
the acetate stamped side down over the frame.

Tip: Look for clear transparency sheets in office supply stores

and/or save flat clear plastic from product packaging.
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Run lines of dimensional foam tape all around the back side of the
frame opening so that you’ve completely enclosed the shaker area.
Notice that I ran my tape over the lid because I wanted to contain the
filler to the “glass” area of the image.
If you are planning to fill the shaker with very fine material like glitter or sand, it is very important that you not leave any gaps in the
surrounding foam tape where the fine material could leak out. The
typical 1/8” thick foam tape works well for most shaker cards, but you
could use thicker tape or use two layers of tape if you need a deeper
shaker recess.
If your top frame panel is a lot wider than the shaker area, as with my
card here, you will probably also want to put a line of double-sided
foam tape just inside the outer edges of the base layer or at least in
the corners to secure the finished card’s edges.

Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions.
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If you do run a line of foam tape along the edges, it will be visible if
you look at the card edges from the side. Color the tape’s outer edges
with marker that matches the card to make it less noticeable. Alternatively, some people create the top layer a little larger than the finished
card so they can fold the excess down to cover the four card edges.
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To cut down on both static cling and filler sticking to the adhesive tape,
lightly wipe the interior of the shaker area with a anti-static pouch or a
drier sheet — both the acetate and the sides of the foam tape. Then put
the filler into the shaker area. When deciding how much to put into the
shaker, think about whether you want the filling to be able to move when
the card is shaken or whether you want to pack the filling in so it looks full
and doesn’t actually shake. The amount you see in this picture is about fifty
percent too much; I removed some for the final version of my card.

Tip: Shaker cards can be filled with all kinds of things: confetti (either purchased or homemade), die-cuts, tiny beads, sand, glitter, bird seed, little
buttons, sequins, small candies, etc.

Remove the backing from the foam tape, exposing the adhesive. Lay the
front panel of the base card face down onto the frame, sandwiching the
foam tape and filler between the two layers. Alternatively, you could cover
it with a cut piece of cardstock and then use a strong adhesive like a sturdy
double-sided tape to secure it in place onto the card base.

Learn More: In Ellen Hutson’s “The Classroom” blog July 03, 2012 post, Julie

Ebersole shows how to create “A Basic Shaker Card” that is a fun twist on the
more typical shaker card. She die-cuts the number “50” and fills it with colorful paper confetti, making it a non-shaking shaker card.

Learn More: On SplitCoaststampers, Beate Johns shares how to create a
shaker card using die-cuts instead of stamps.

Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions.
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Next: Foam tape shaker art and a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions,
Text: Unknown), Stamp confetti (Toad Hall),
Archival ink (Ranger: Jet Black), StazOn ink
(Tsukineko: Jet Black), Acetate sheet protector,
Watercolor paper (Canson 140 lb cold press),
Cardstock, (off white, red), Diamond Glaze, Pastels (Rembrant soft: red, yellow), Colored Pencil
(Berol Prismacolor: 916 Yellow), Oil pencil (Walnut Hollow: 9028 Metallic Gold), Foam tape,
Xyron adhesive, Eclipse Tape.

“Stamp jar on watercolor paper. Color lid with
yellow regular colored pencil and metallic gold
oil pencil. Create shaker as described in the article. Stamp text in black beneath jar on finished
shaker. Color background with red and yellow
pastels and then layer over all of it except right
over the text with yellow colored pencil.”
“Attach extra stamp confetti randomly on card
using Diamond Glaze. Attach tiny long slivers
of red cardstock just inside the edges of the
base card using paper adhesive (Xyron.)”
Finished Size: 7 1/2” x 6”.

Go to Contents

Shona Erlenborn’s Art

Supplies: Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle),
Designer paper (of DCWV: Citrus Matstack),
Cardstock (white, brown), Embossable Acetate
(Sparkle N Sprinkle), Mounting tape, Buttons,
Alcohol ink markers (Copic), Button brads, Ink
(brown), Circle punch, Raffia.

“Stamp jar on back of designer paper. Cut out
jar shape. Place Embossable Acetate behind
opening. Use mounting tape to make a shaker
window and fill three quarters full with buttons.
Layer to coordinating cardstock and then on to
the same pattern as jar.”
“Cut a strip of the decorative paper and attach
Copic colored button brads. Layer onto strip of
brown cardstock with mounting tape.”
“Stamp saying in brown and punch out circle,
edge with brown ink and attach to strip. Stamp
jar lid on decorative paper in brown ink and tie
raffia around and attach with mounting tape.”
Finished Size: 5 ½” x 4 ¼”

Go to Contents

Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions.

Treat Bag Shaker Card
How about a slightly different take on a shaker card? Usually a shaker card is designed to seal the contents tightly
and permanently so they don’t leak out. But what if you want to let the card recipient easily remove the contents?
For example, how about a card with a stamped jar that you fill with small candies? Or maybe with seeds the recipient
could plant? A couple servings worth of tea leaves? Instead of a compartment sealed between card layers, you would
want a pouch you can open and close. Here is a shaker treat card I designed for this purpose:

Create a card with two main panels with a thin (1/2”)
spine section in between to allow room for the depth
of the treats. Because the treat bag will be heavy, use
heavy cardstock or watercolor paper. Stamp the container image on the front panel of the card.
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Use a sharp craft knife to cut out the interior of the
stamped image so the recipient will be able to see
the treats through the image. If you have an appropriately sized/shaped die-cut you might alternately
be able to die-cut it.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions.

Open the card on your work surface
so that you are looking at the inside
of the card.
Optional: If your image has details
in the area you’ve cut away (as with
the jar I used here), you might want
to stamp the image again on clear
acetate in StazOn ink and layer it
face down over the cut out area
using strong double-sided tape.
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Use strong double-sided tape to firmly attach a clear plastic treat bag, Ziploc
bag or other clear sealable bag over the left inside panel of the card over the
cut out area. You want the bag to be well secured so it won’t flap around when
the card is handled. Yes, I know that this doesn’t look pretty right now, but we’ll
take care of that in the next step!

Tip: Depending on how much you are putting into it, the bag could be almost
as large as the card front or just large enough to cover a little beyond the
opening. If you don’t have a bag the size that you need, cut a larger bag down
and use double-sided tape as needed to seal the edges; just be sure to leave
one edge that can be easily opened.
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Cut a piece of cardstock just a tad smaller than the treat bag and slide it
inside the bag. This will cover the ugly double-sided adhesive that you
can see through the treat bag and also help keep the treats in place.
Color and embellish the card front. Then fill the plastic bag with the
candies, tea, flower seeds or whatever. Include a little note in the card
(maybe on the cardstock you slid into the treat bag) to let the recipient
know that they can remove the contents to enjoy.
If you create this card by simply folding a piece of cardstock in half, the
resulting card will be a little lumpy, depending on what you’ve put in it.
The extra 1/2” spine section I suggest keeps it neater. This card will most
definitely cost more to mail, but the recipient is sure to enjoy the treat!

Learn More: Stampin’ Up sells round or heart-shaped plastic bubbles they

call “Treat Cups.” They have adhesive on the edges, similar to Impression
Obsession’s Shake It Pouches. They are sized to hold treats, although
you could use them for more traditional shaker cards as well. Kelly at
Froggie Stamps has a “Stampin’ Up! Sweet Treat Cup Card” YouTube
video showing how to use these treat cups to create a clever card with a
pull tab behind the treat cup so you don’t have to take the card apart to
get to the treat inside the cup. (The pull tab covers the hole behind the
treat cup, so you can pull it up to expose the treats in the treat cup.)

Next: Shaker treat cup art as well as simply stamped container art.
Mason Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Jar: Kristal Clear Impressions, Text:
Stampa Rosa), M & M’s candies, Archival ink (Ranger: Jet
Black, Emerald Green), StazOn ink (Tsukineko: Jet Black),
Acetate sheet protector, Treat bag (clear plastic 5” x 7”),
Watercolor paper (Canson 140 lb cold press), Cardstock,
(white), Pastels (Rembrant soft: red, yellow), Colored Pencil
(Berol Prismacolor: 916 Yellow, 942 Yellow Ochre), Doublesided ‘red-liner’ tape, Rick-rack (navy blue), Diamond Glaze.
“Cut and fold a card with 7 1/2” x 5 1/4” front and back panels
with a 7 1/2” x 1/2” spine section in between the front and back
panels. Note: I made my spine 1/2” deep to accommodate the
M & M’s I planned to put inside the treat bag. If your treats
are larger or smaller in depth, you can adjust the spine
depth. Stamp jar on watercolor paper in archival ink. Create
treat card as described in article.”
“Stamp text in black under the jar opening. Color the jar lid
with colored pencils. Color the background with red and yellow soft pastels, rubbing the color in with a finger. Use dots
of Diamond Glaze to attach rick-rack at top and at each
side of the card. (You’ll need to hold the points where you
applied the adhesive in place for a minute or two while the
adhesive sets up.)”
Finished Size: 7 1/2” x 5 1/4” x 1/2”.
Go to Contents

Annette Warkentin’s Art

Owner About Art Accents: www.aboutartaccents.com
Supplies: Stamps (Happy Anniversary, Art Nouveau Hearts, Art
Nouveau Flower Border: all About Art Accents), Heart Collage
sheet and Cardstock (About Art Accents), Punches: (McGill
Craftivity Hearts and Lace Corner Punch; Martha Stewart:
Heart Border Punch), Pigment ink (Fabrico: black), Ribbon:
Dollar bin at Joanne Stores.

“Stamp center image of three hearts on hearts collage sheet;
heat set. Stamp border image to ‘contain’ the hearts; heat set.
Trim to 1/16” borders on all four sides. Punch all four corners.”
“Layer onto white cardstock. Trim to 1/16” on left, right, and top
and ½” on the bottom. Punch the border hearts as shown to
create a doily-type effect. Adhere to 8 1/4” x 5 1/4” hearts collage
sheet. Adhere to white cardstock and trim four sides to 1/16”.
Attach to black card front.”
“Stamp text: Happy Anniversary, trim as show and tuck into
the left corner punched slot. Tie a bow with black polka dot
ribbon and glue in place.”
Finished Size: 8 ½” x 5 1/2”
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Cindy Connell’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Blank Kimono: JudiKins,
Kimono Kids Mini Fan - Stampin’ Up), Printed
Origami paper, Ink (Memento black), Cardstock
(white, shimmer green), Paper adhesive.

“Stamp blank kimono onto printed origami
paper in black ink. Cut out kimono and stamp
over it with mini fan image in black.”
“Cover a 6”x12” folded card with a 5 ¾” square
piece of white paper, then a grid of four 2 1/2”
square pieces of shimmer green cardstock.
Adhere kimono to the center of the card.”
Finished Size: 6” x 6”
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Learn More From VSN
VSN Print Issues that Relate to this Issue:
(A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option)
ǷǷNov ‘96: Potpourri Shaker Card
ǷǷFeb/Mar ‘94: Sands of Time (Hour glass) & Guzzle Cards
ǷǷOct ‘94: 3D Window Card (Foam Core Shaker card)
ǷǷJun ‘98: Aquarium Card
ǷǷAug ‘04: Shaker Card
ǷǷFeb ‘08: Water or Gel Card
ǷǷFeb ‘09: Surprise Shaker Card
ǷǷMay ‘09 Masking Tricks (Focus Experimentation Article)

VSN issues can be purchased on VSN's
Online Shopping Cart.
Do you have the whole set yet?
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Previous eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
ǷǷColoring In with Layered Mixed Mediums
ǷǷColoring In With Colored Pencils
ǷǷColoring In With Alcohol Ink Markers
ǷǷColoring in With Watercolor Markers
ǷǷMaking Stamped Magnets
ǷǷStamping with Paint
ǷǷMetal & Faux Metal Stamping Techniques
ǷǷRe-Inker Stamping Techniques
ǷǷDip, Dye, Glitz: Hand-Dyed Paper
ǷǷEgg-xtra Special Stamping: Egg Stamping Techniques
ǷǷEven More Alcohol Ink Mini eArticle
ǷǷStamping Basics Mini eArticles
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Want More FREE eArticles?

Did you enjoy this eArticle? Would you like to
see more FREE eArticles? Then you need to do
three things:
1) Support the Sponsors. Check out the
Sponsor pages throughout this eArticle, click
on the links, visit their sites and place some
orders. If the Sponsors find that eArticles do
well for them, that encourages them to sponsor future eArticles and it is the Sponsors that
make an eArticle FREE!
2) If you really like an eArticle, please don’t
keep it to yourself. Writing something and
sending it out to the void, never to hear if
someone likes it does not encourage me to
write more eArticles. What does? Your honest
feedback, opinions and comments as well as
your suggestions for future eArticle topics.
Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net

VSN is Looking for
Stamp Companies
		
to join our select group
			
of eArticle Sponsors.
Sponsors pay a very low fee that helps offset VSN’s
website and eArticle costs, making eArticles free
to readers! In return, your Sponsor Page, with
clickable links, becomes a permanent part of the
eArticle you sponsor. Each eArticle becomes part
of VSN’s online eArticle Library where readers can
enjoy it when it is first published and new readers
can discover it for many months to come.
For more information, please contact VSN today!

3) Tell your friends about VSN’s eArticle series!
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New From VSN: Quick Tips pdfs

What Are Quick Tips?
To some readers, the best part of VSN’s original print issues
was the “Quick Tips” section, full of the small tips, “oh wow!”
ideas and inspirations that make a stamper’s life easier.
Two Ways to Read Quick Tips:
If you prefer the entire issue, you can purchase print or pdf
VSN issues in the VSN Issues section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart. But if your focus is strictly on Quick Tips rather
than the longer articles in the issues and you want to read
them online, try VSN’s new “Quick Tips pdfs”.
What is in the File?
Each downloadable file gathers the Quick Tips from a single
VSN issue, formatted to fit your computer screen. The text is
intentionally set large, in half-size pages, to make it easy to read, whether you are using a desktop computer, laptop or
even a small tablet. (You may find yourself scrolling more than you would like when reading on a phone screen.)
Purchasing Quick Tips
The first six Quick Tips pdf files can be purchased individually for $1.25 each or in a bundle of six for $5.94 (which works
out to $0.99 each.) Purchase them in the Quick Tips pdfs section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart.
Proceeds of Quick Tips sales go toward funding VSN’s website and future eArticles.
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Art Challenge Drawing

When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your name is put into a drawing to win VSN issues or a VSN eGift Certificate.
Cindy Connell and Shona Erlenborn!
each win their choice of eight VSN issues or a $20 VSN eGift Certificate. (Email me!)
Would you like to submit artwork for a future eArticle? See the Get Published page on VSN’s website for details!

Find VSN Online:
VSN’s Main Website

VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)
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VSN’s Readers’ Gallery Access

VSN’s website has two art galleries, a public gallery that is open to everyone to enjoy and a “Readers’ Gallery” meant for VSN
readers. Formerly, this second gallery was protected by a username and password found in the most current VSN issue. Now
that the print magazine has closed, I have decided to provide the username and password here instead. These will change
each month, so be sure to check each month’s eArticle to continue to have access to the Readers’ Gallery. Please note that
these are case sensitive! The username and password for February 20 through March 19, 2013:
Username: inside213
Password: container213

eArticle Copyright Statement

This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed, posted on a website or
sold in any form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please instead direct them to the
eArticle page of VSN’s website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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